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“Great oaks from little acorns grow.”  
Derived from Geoffrey Chaucer, 1374: “an ook cometh of a litel spyr” 

Jacob George Strutt "Sylva Britannica - Beggar's Oak" 1826 

Landmark conservation innovations  

relevant to the American experience  

 

1. 1634 creation of our first “public park” 

– the Boston Common 

 

2. 1891 creation in Boston of the world’s 

first regional land trust – today known 

as The Trustees of Reservations 

 

3. Early 1980s -- establishment of IRS 

rules allowing for tax deductible 

conservation easements; as well as the 

creation of the Land Trust Alliance in 

Cambridge. MA 

 

4. 2014 -- In this tradition, we created the 

International Land Conservation 

Network in Cambridge – time will tell if 

this has an enduring impact 
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The first “public park” in the 

English speaking world (of 

which I am aware) is the 

Boston Common, created in 

Boston, Massachusetts in 

1634 

 

By public, I mean: an open 

space, created by self-

governing people that taxed 

themselves to raise the 

money to buy and manage 

the resource; a place that is, 

to paraphrase Abraham 

Lincoln “of the people, by the 

people, and for the people” 
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• The world’s first regional land 

trust, known today as The 

Trustees of Reservations 

(TTOR) was also created in 

Boston in 1891, to protect 

beautiful places as the library 

preserves books, and the art 

gallery protects paintings and 

sculptures 

 

• TTOR was proposed and its 

creation was spearheaded by 

Charles Eliot, son of the 

President of Harvard 

University, and chartered by 

the State of Massachusetts; 

its model was soon replicated 

by The National Trust in 

Great Britain 
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In 1980 and 1981, 

Kingsbury Browne, a 

prominent Boston lawyer, 

took a fellowship at the 

Lincoln Institute and 

Harvard Law School in 

Cambridge, MA. 

 

He organized a meeting 

that led to the creation of 

the Land Trust Alliance, 

and to sharing best 

practices regarding new 

rules on tax-deductible 

conservation easements 
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With leadership from the LTA, the state and local land trust 

community has dramatically increased acres under easement 
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In combination with national organizations such as TNC, they 

have protected more than 56 million acres in the US (227,000 

square km; about 98% as large as Romania, or 94% of  the UK) 
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From 2000 - 2008, foreign attendance at the Annual Land Trust Rally in 

the US continued to grow, and informal networks of international 

colleagues began to grow 

 

This, and other inter-organizational exchanges, led to several study tours, 

such as the 2008 visit of Chilean private conservation leaders to the 

United States 

 
AmCham fortalece vínculos con Estados Unidos 

 

April 28, 2008…”en Nueva York desarrolló una 

interesante agenda de trabajo con The Nature 

Conservancy  en el Cyrus Vance Center, para avanzar 

en el conocimiento de propuestas para que en Chile 

exista una adecuada legislación para la conservación 

de tierras privadas. Ello incluyó, también, una visita al 

área de Boston, en donde tuvo oportunidad de conocer 

varios Land Trusts. El evento finalizó con una cena en 

dependencias de Harvard University.” 

 https://www.amchamchile.cl/en/2008/04/amcham-fortalece-vinculos-con-estados-

unidos/. Photo shows Henry Tepper and David Foster, Director of the Harvard Forest, 
sharing a light momento in Valdivia, Chile. 
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January 2009: Lincoln Institute, Harvard Forest and Universidad Austral 

de Chile organized a conference in Valdivia on Conservation Capital in the 
Americas    
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2013-2015: Laura Johnson and Peter Stein complete a pair of key Lincoln 

working papers detailing global opportunities to network private and civic 

land conservation networks, organizations and individuals 
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2013 – Critical early chats with: Tilmann Disselhoff, Anton Gazenbeek 

and Angelo Salsi regarding European interest; and Brent Mitchell about 

IUCN private land conservation efforts 

“The understanding that conservation cannot 

be solely the responsibility of governments is 

widening... 

 

“We are learning that nature conservation is 

too big and important a challenge for 

governments to address alone. The growing 

number of land stewardship organisations and 

voluntary stewardship arrangements is another 

reflection of that fact.”  

 

 
Source: CARING TOGETHER FOR NATURE, Manual on Land 

Stewardship as a Tool to Promote Social Involvement with the 

Natural Environment in Europe LIFE Nature, DG Environment, 

European Commission (2013) 
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2014 - a group of advisors from around the world agreed to form the 

ILCN; Meetings at the Lincoln Institute in Cambridge, MA and at the Land 

Trust Rally in Providence, RI. 
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 Our mission was then and is now… 

 
To connect organizations and people around the world that are accelerating voluntary private 

and civic sector action that protects and stewards land and water resources. 

 

We believe that building capacity and empowering voluntary private and civic land conservation 

will strengthen the global land conservation movement and lead to more durable and effective 

resource protection.  

 

We do this for the intrinsic value of the world’s natural and cultural resources, and for their 

importance to the prosperity and wellbeing of humankind, today and for generations to come. 
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We reconvened at the First ILCN Global Congress in Berlin in October 

2015 

• More than 90 individuals from six continents 

• Public, private, civic (NGO) and academic sectors 

• Ranging in scale from global (TNC and WWF) to local initiatives (from Belize to 

Belgium, Chile to Canada, and Myanmar to Massachusetts) 
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And recently… 

• Leadership meetings at 2016 and 2017 Land Trust Rally Events:  

October 2016 in Minneapolis, Minnesota; October 2017 in Denver, Colorado  

 

• Conservation Finance Workshop: focused on emerging practices in the Americas, September 

27-29, 2016 Las Majadas de Pirque, near Santiago, Chile  

 

• ELCN Study Tours in Colorado (October 2017) and Chile (January 2018), and a Chinese 

Study Tour in New England in the fall of 2018 
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Most recently, in January 2018, the ILCN had a second Global Congress in 

Santiago, Chile, convening private & civic colleagues from six continents 
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Going forward, we have a remarkably rich and diverse set of potential 

participants and partners to engage, and a remarkable mission to pursue  
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A KEY LEARNING 

• Achieving ambitious land conservation goals is NOT a question of 

“Public OR Private OR Civic (NGO) effort. 

 

• It is, rather, a question of how can we best work together across the 

Public AND Private AND Civic AND Academic AND Indigenous Sectors  
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The Protected Areas Database of the US (PADUS) shows the wide 

diversity of organizations protecting land in the Northeast United States 
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The Protected Areas Database of the US (PADUS) shows the wide 

diversity of organizations protecting land in the Northeast United States 
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“The creation of a thousand forests is in one acorn.”  

Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1841 


